


Brand Management 

"Without question, branding is a complex management area that deserves study from a 
variety of different perspectives and academic traditions. By providing a multi-disciplinary 
approach, this textbook provides a w e le ome and invaluable resource for thoughtful students, 
scholars, and practitioners who want to fully understand branding and brand management." 
Kevin Lane Kellet; Tuck School of Business a t Dartmouth 

"At last a book that cuts through the clutter about understanding brand and so clearly clar
ifies the brand concept. A book that superbly bridges the academic domain and enables 
practitioners use it to build brand equity." 
Leslie de Chernatony, Birmingham University Business School 

"We think this is an excellent treatment of our topi c. Thorough and complete, yet concise 
and very readable. We love the design and structure, both with regards to the seven 
approaches, as well as to the four layers within each approach." 
Albert M. Muniz, Jr., DePaul University and Thomas C. O 'Guinn, University ofWisconsin 

For over two decades it has been argued that the brand is an important value creator and 
should therefore be a top management priority. However, the definition of what a brand is 
remains elusive. 

This comprehensive book presents the reader with an exhaustive analysis of the scien
tific an d paradigmatic approaches to the nature of brand as i t has developed over the last 
twenty years. Taking a multidisciplinary approach and offering an exhaustive analysis of 
brand research literature, it delivers a thorough understanding of the managerial implica
tions ofthese different approaches to the management ofthe brand. 

Brand Management: Research, theory and practice fills a gap in the market, providing 
an understanding of ho w the nature of brand and the idea of the consumer differ in these 
approaches, and offers in-depth insight into the opening question of alrnost every brand 
management course: 'What is a brand?' 

Tilde Heding and Charlotte F. Knudtzen botb lecture in strategie brand management at 
Copenhagen Business School. Tilde and Charlotte bave publisbed widely, while also 
running their own brand management consultancy, Heding & Knudtzen. Mogens Bjerre is 
associate professar ofMarketing at Copenbagen Business School. He has published exten
sively in the fields of franchising, key accounts management, strategie relationship 
marketing and retailing. 
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Foreword 
Leslie de Chernatony 

Given tbe researcb I bave undertaken over tbe years belping managers understand 
tbe nature of tbeir brand and tbe opportunities for strategically growing brands, I 
am deligbted to write tbe foreword for tbis insigbtful and most timely book. Tbe 
authors have done an extremely thorough job, diligently working through the 
brand researcb literature to devise seven perspectives from diverse schools of 
tbougbt about perceptions ofbrands. From tbis typology, among other tbings, they 
consider bow tbe all-important brand equity is created and managed. Tbe autbors 
are to be congratulated on grounding tbis text so expertly in tbe literature yet stili 
enabling management implications to be wisely crystallized. 

Seeking to elucidate tbe nature of a brand is a daunting task, since brands are 
like amoeba, constantly cbanging. At the most basic, brands start life in brand 
planning documents, evolving as pan-company teams revise tbeir ideas. 
Ultimately, after being fmessed by stakebolders in tbe value cbain, brands reside 
in tbc minds and bcarts of consumcrs- bopcfully in a form not too dissimilar from 
tbat desired by tbe firm. Tbe researcb neatly syntbesized in tbis text coberently 
brings more understanding to tbe cballenge of understanding a corporation 's 
brand and managing its growtb trajectory. lt is clear from the autbors' work wby 
diverse interpretations exist about tbe nature ofbrands . 

From tbis well argued text it can be appreciated tbat one of tbe cballenges 
managers face is finding a suitable metapbor to ensure common understanding of 
tbe firm 's brand. Witbout this, supporting brand resources may no t be coberently 
integrated. Furtbermore, under tbe service dominant logic paradigm, it is more 
widely recognized tbat brands are co-created througb stakebolder interactions. 
Managers not only bave to understand eacb otber's understanding and inputs to 
brand building, but also to recognize tbe way brand communities want to sbape tbe 
brand. Again, the autbors belpfully elucidate tbe importance ofbrand communities. 

There is mucb in tbis book tbat makes it an inspirational read. 

Leslie de Chernatony 
Professar of Brand Marketing 

Birmingham University Business School 





Preface 

There are numerous strengths ofthis book. Firstly the authors have been very 
brave to take a recent time period, to divide it up into phases and to then 
identify management types that ha ve been employed to bui l d brand. There are 
those who will question this particularly typology, however unless someone 
makes a start at putting forward such a typology, we will not see advancement 
in terms of the topi c of brand management. 

We received this comment from one of the 'blind' reviewers contributing to the 
lengthy process oftuming a lot of our thoughts, knowledge, and words into a rea!, 
tangible book. The overall approach of this book is quite different compared to 
how other brand management books communicate the scope of brand 
management and we sure hope that the typology will be a subject of discussion. 
We, however, also hope that it is a step in the right direction when it comes to 
crcating a soli d and scrious foundation for tbc cvolution of brand management, 
both acadernically and in practice. Our motivation for writing this book has from 
day one been to provide clarity and equip students and practitioners with insights 
and tools to dea! with brand management in a valid and insightful way. 

The book offers its readers a new chest of drawers. The seven drawers are filled 
with the assumptions, theories, and concepts that are presented higgledy-piggledy 
in many other brand management books. Some will probably disagree with the 
content of the individuai drawers, while many hopefully will enthuse in the 
structure and clarity they provide. The three authors bave tested the materia! at 
lectures at Copenhagen Business School and concluded that by far the majority of 
students belong to the latter category. The seven approaches seem to provide clarity 
and answer many of the questions left unanswered in other brand management 
books; meanwhile they also spur great discussions of w ha t a brand is an d ho w i t can 
be managed. The communication of brand management as seven ideai types of 
different brand approaches - with the necessary chopping of toes an d squeezing of 
heels- hopefully w ili also lead to independent and criticai thinking! 

Keeping our ears to the ground, we sense that typology and scientific clarity 
are sought more and more in brand management and it seems to us that brand 
management is about to enter a new era where a deeper understanding of the 
many aspects ofthe brand is needed. Since the mid-1980s it has been argued over 
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and over again that corporations should make brand management a top priority in 
order to sharpen their competitive edge. That message has sunk in and things are 
now cooking when it comes to understanding the nature of the brand better and 
turning brand management into a management discipline as scientifically valid as 
comparable disciplines. 

We hope that the book will be of value to students, academics, and practi
tioners alike. Not too long ago, Charlotte and Tilde were stili students faced with 
the insufficiencies of existing brand management books on a daily basis. Today, 
both Charlotte and Tilde as well as Mogens advise companies on brand matters 
and teach brand management at Copenhagen Business School. We believe that 
the book has both valuable pedagogica! potential an d can be of great help to prac
titioners who demand validity and thorough analysis as a foundation for brand 
strategy in practice. 

TH 
C.FK. 

M: B. 
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Parti 

Setting the scene 





l Introduction 

Branding is the talk ofthe town. Corporations spend millions planning and imple
menting brand activities. New research is published and frameworks are 
developed on a daily basis in the attempt to find the holy grail of brand 
management. Since the mid-80s, in patticular, researchers and practitioners alike 
have explored the domain, scope and potential of the brand. Many different 
concepts, theoretical frameworks and ideas have seen the light of day and, as a 
result, a wide spectrum of different perspectives on how a brand ought to be 
conceptualized and managed is in play today. Therefore, to obtain an overview of 
the field ofbrand management is an overwhelming task. 

This book provides a complete overview of brand management by taking you 
through seven brand approaches. These seven ' schools of thought' represent 
fundamentally different perceptions of the brand, the nature of the 
brand-consumer exchange, and how brand equity is created and managed. 
Undcrstanding thc scvcn brand approachcs scparatcly providcs a dccp insight into 
the strengths and weaknesses of each approach and hence the potential of brand 
management as a whole. This comprehensive understanding will enable the reader 
to create customized brand strategies matching the unique challenges and possibil
ities facing a brand at any time. 

The seven approaches are: 

• The economie approach: the brand as p art of the traditional marketing mix. 
• The identity approach: the brand as linked to corporate identity. 
• The consumer-based approach: the brand as linked to consumer associations. 
• The personality approach: the brand as a human-like character. 
• The relational approach: the brand as a viable relationship partner. 
• The community approach: the brand as the pivotal point of social interaction. 
• The cultura! approach: the brand as part of the broader cultura[ fabric. 

The identification of the seven approaches is based on an extensive analysis of 
the most influential brand research articles published between 1985 and 2006 
(300+ articles from Journal of Marketing, Journal of Marketing Research, 
Journal ofConsumer Research, Harvard Business Review and European Journal 
of Marketing). This body of literature is supplemented with key non-research 
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literature that has shaped the field of brand management since the mid-1980s. 
The analysis has been conducted using a methodology uncovering the devel
opment of scientific knowledge. The methodology is based on theory developed 
by American philosopher of science Thomas Kuhn (Bjerre, Heding and Knudtzen 
2008). Sin ce (scientific) knowledge is in constant development, it is important to 
stress new brand approaches most likely will emerge in the future. 

Traditionally, brand management textbooks offer an introduction to main 
concepts and the wide array of theories, but often fail to discriminate between 
how different approaches result in very different outcomes and why. Brand 
management draws on many different scientific traditions such as economics, 
strategie management, organizational behaviour, consumer research, 
psychology and anthropology just to mention a few. A complete overview of 
brand management hence requires multidimensional thinking. Most textbooks 
take on this multidimensionality through integration of several perspectives in 
all-encompassing frameworks. lf you look at the list of brand approaches, you 
will most likely recognize many ofthe brand elements (e.g. personality, relation, 
and consumer) that are encompassed in the classica! textbook models ( e.g. see 
Aaker 's brand identity model, Kapferer's brand prism, and Keller 's customer
based brand equity pyramid). The integrated frameworks are, however, not 
necessarily ideai when it comes to understanding and getting an overview ofthe 
field ofbrand management. Integration tends to blur the differences and similar
ities between different approaches in brand management and leave the reader 
rather confused. Stili, the integrated frameworks have the advantage that a 
strategist can take into consideration all relevant aspects without losing oneself 
in details. 

This book can be rcad in two ways: cithcr as a stand-alonc tcxtbook or as a 
supplement to the textbooks by the above-mentioned authors. Read as a 
supplement, the book offers the inquiring reader the opportunity to understand the 
components of the traditional models in depth. Read alone, the book offers the 
opportunity to evaluate the most important schools of thought in brand 
management and create his or her brand management model featuring the compo
nents that are most relevant for the challenge at hand. 

Resting on a comprehensive analysis ofbrand management as a scientific disci
pline, Brand Management: Research, Theory and Practice offers the reader a 
scientifically grounded overview of the main schools/approaches in brand 
management, - and of their managerial implications. Brand Management: 
Research, Theory and Practice presents each approach separately and as an 'ideai 
type' based on the conviction that understanding the exact content of each 
approach and its origin will better equip the reader to combine different 
approaches, being in an educational or a managerial setting. 

The four layers of an approach 

The seven 'schools of thought' are 'clusters' of literature sharing distinct brand 
perceptions. In each cluster, there is coherence between assumptions, theories and 
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Assumptions 

Theory 

Methods and data 

' 
,. 

Managerial implications 

Figure 1.1 The logic of the approach chapters 

methods/data. The three 'scientific layers' (assumptions, theories and methods/data) 
add up to managerial implications. The structure of the seven approach chapters is 
guided by this coherence between assumptions, theories, methods/data and mana
gerial implications. 

Assumptions are not to be understood in a high-flung sense ofthe word. Each 
approach holds its own implicit view of the nature of the brand an d the premises 
of the brand-consumer exchange. Clarifying these assumptions facilitates the 
understanding of the theories, methods and managerial implications of each 
approach. Assumptions also illuminate the intangibles inherent in the nature of 
the brand. 

The 'theory' layer represents the concepts, models and figures that are key to the 
understanding of each brand approach. The third layer of 'methods and data' 
provides insight into what data to look for and how to collect them when 
researching the content of a specific brand strategy. These three scientific layers 
add up to managerial implications guiding how the assumptions, theories and 
methods of each approach can be converted into a brand management strategy. The 
four layers comprising an approach are thus closely interconnected. The scientific 
clarification and the practical implications of the approaches will enable the reader 
to reflect on the compatibility of different elements ofbrand management strategies 
an d ensure the creati o n of more accurate brand management. 

True to its objective, Brand Management: Research, Theory and Practice does 
not provide one 'how to' solution meaning that we sustain from being normative 
when it comes to the overall management of a brand. Stili, we are normative 
within each approach and leave it to the reader to reflect upon how different situa
tions and circumstances require different means of action. lt is our hope that this 
book will equip readers with an overview and a deeper understanding that will 
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enable them to create splendid customized brand management strategies and that 
this somewhat different approach to the communication of brand management 
will provide a sound platform for anyone interested in the field. 

A reader's guide 

The chapters of this book fall into three parts. 
PartI 'Setting the scene', consists ofthree chapters: l Introduction, 2 'Key words 

in brand management' and 3 'Overview: brand management 1985-2006 '. 
Chapter l: Introduction. The reader is introduced to the seven brand 

approaches, the literature analysis they stem from, and arguments supporting the 
impottance of understanding these approaches separately before combining them 
in real-life brand management strategies. 

Chapter 2: Keywords in brand management. The reader is provided with an 
introduction to key elements in brand management and brand management 

Part l Setting the scene 

Chapter 1 Chapter 2 Chapter 3 

lntroduction Keywords Overview 
In Brand Bra n d 

Management Management 
1985-2006 

---~~--
Part Il Seven brand approaches 

Chapter 4 Chapter 5 Chapter 6 Chapter 7 Chapter 8 Chapter 9 Chapter 10 

The The The The The The The 
Economie ldentity Consumer- Personality Relational Community Cultura l 
Approach Approach base d Approach Approach Approach Approach 

Approach 

~ ~ 
Part 111 Taxonomy 

Chapter 11 

Taxonymy 
of Brand 

Management 
1985-2006 

Figure l. 2 A readers ' guide 
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strategy. Being familiar with these elements is essential when reading the seven 
approach chapters, since each approach implies a distinct take on these elements. 

Chapter 3: Overview brand management 1985-2006. This chapter provides an 
overview of the chronological development brand management has undergone 
sin ce i t became a management priority in the mid-1980s and until2006. The seven 
brand approaches are presented in a contextual and chronological setting. This 
overview facilitates the further reading ofthe seven brand approach chapters. 

P art Il, 'Seven brand approaches', consists of seven chapters, o ne for each 
brand approach. Each chapter from 4 to 10 follows the structure presented below: 

• A short ìntroduction, followed by the assumptìons of the approach. 
• The theoretical building blocks of the approach are presented. This presen

tation is divided into supporting themes and core theme. Supporting themes 
clarify the concepts that brand management ' borrows' from other disciplines, 
making up the core theme. The core theme clarifies the theoretical building 
blocks in a brand management context. 

• Methods and data are reviewed. The approaches stem from different scientific 
traditions, which are ali associated with specific methods and perceptions of 
vahdity. Understanding the methods associated with each approach enables 
the reader to request the best data possible. 

• The managerial implications associated with the assumptions, theories, 
methods and data of each approach will round offthe approach chapters. The 
assumed role of the marketer is explained as well as the managerial 'do's' 
and 'don'ts'. 

• The key elements of each approach are illustrated by best-practice case 
cxamplcs of intcrnational wcll known brands. Thc core thcmc of cach 
approach is highlighted by student questions. 

• Each chapter also features a text box overview focusing on present scope 
and future directions of the approach by one or two of its academic 
'founding fathers'. 

Part III, 'Key takeouts'. Chapter 11, 'Taxonomy ofbrand management 1985-2006' 
rounds off the book. It is an overview as well as a checklist. The chapter will 
through comparison give a clear picture of the differences and similarities of the 
seven approaches. Furthermore, the concluding chapter provides a comparison 
between the proposed taxonomy and other brand categorizations. 
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